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Introduction:
In the debates over climate change, significant issues have brought greater attention to
the current lifestyles in many countries, resulting in the promotion of more sustainable
livelihoods. These include the use of natural resources around the world, and how much human
development depends on them. Additionally, there is the need to help prevent the loss of
biodiversity - one of the largest sources being tropical forests.1 The largest devastation of this
resource is the active deforestation done in developing countries.2 There is a growing call to
action for the altering in current forest management systems with a shift to more sustainable
methods. This has resulted in a need to look in depth at the indigenous communities which
have been living in the forests for thousands of years.
The call for a renewed emphasis on local community knowledge supersedes the current
capitalist-driven development and exploitive policies which have contributed to the current
changing climate.3The loss of important carbon sinks, coupling with the growing loss of
biodiversity within tropical forests, has promoted an even greater deal of attention on the need
to mediate a change in current practices. However, there are significant limitations on the
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actual use of local knowledge. The question is: what factors prevent the use of indigenous
knowledge systems of adaptive forest management? In order to begin to answer this we must
consider the following three factors: indigenous groups’ capability for mobilization, their
distance from dominant discourse, and economic disparities. In studying the cases of
mobilization, one is able to examine these groups’ organizational efforts and the level of activity
of their communities within national borders. Since indigenous communities have remained
distant from dominant discourse, it is important to analyze the importance of epistemological
factors that contribute to the limitations of indigenous knowledge systems (IKS). Seeing as
these are typically isolated communities, the exploration of their land and geospatial
characteristics need to be studied to see what physical boundaries are placed between them and
centers of internationally recognized governance. Lastly, looking into economic disparities and
motivations gives a cultural consideration of value (typically monetarily driven), which
influences motives for the use of resources.
Since it is widely considered that indigenous groups’ knowledge systems and practices
are often the most conservative and sustainable, it is important to study the application of their
methods.4 Current media stories litter news outlets with the misfortune of indigenous peoples
due to a loss of habitat, a lack of representation, and cultural isolation. Although these all have
some truth, this popular discourse to view indigenous groups as victims of global warming, as
powerless to influence political decisions, or as agents with limited political rights is misguided.
The focus needs to instead be on indigenous knowledge, which could better aid developed and
developing countries to sustainably guide their actions - especially in regards to forest
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management. While understanding the value in their knowledge, there is also a need to seek
the limitations that do not allow for their techniques to be applied to current forestry practices.
It is significant to change the common discourse to one that utilizes a finite resource in
a more effective way that enables it to replenish itself. Essential roles for forests include, but are
not limited to, carbon sequestration, medicinal discoveries, and habitats for extremely diverse
groups of flora and fauna.5 Research on conservation and sustainable use of forests, through the
renewal of methods such as agroforestry, has resulted in a rekindling of past indigenous
knowledge systems on forest management.6 Initiatives by governments geared towards
developing sustainably have to include innovative methods of adaptive co-management. In
order to do this there needs to be a utilization of indigenous knowledge.
This is not to argue that the world needs to go back to only using traditional methods
of resource management - which is not a viable solution given the length of time and incredible
periods of transition towards industrial development that would make it an impossibility instead there should be a blending of knowledge systems toward adaptive co-management of
resources. The overarching goal is to adapt current ‘conventional’ development occurring
globally, towards a more ecological and socially equitable use of resources. In order to do this
we have to include indigenous communities as they have shown by example that there are
applicable subsistent and sustainable ways of adapting within local ecosystems without
degrading them.
The selected case study to explore this research question will involve an in depth look
into Mexico, particularly its southern Chiapas region. There will be an emphasis placed on the
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Maya Lacandon management systems,7 and the traditional ecological knowledge (TEK)
education within these indigenous communities.8 Community forestry and timber smuggling
are both elements to highlighting economic disparities as well as cultural values of worth.
Particular attention is put on the multiple use strategy of agroforestry as an initiated practice
within the Chiapas region; providing new alignments for co-habitation and the ability to
combine knowledge systems into the management of forests.9 It is also important to
acknowledge the “indigenous uprising” in the 1990s within the Zapatista Rebellion,10 to which
a historical reference will allow one to measure the accomplishments and failures in
mobilization as well as evaluate elements of governance.
The outline for this paper will include an introduction explaining the choice of forest
management over other adaptive management varieties - this explanation will link to the
impact of climate change and the need to re-evaluate our developmental practices through a
promotion of sustainability. This will lead to an introduction of the research question regarding
the impacts of indigenous knowledge systems of forest management, as well as the importance
of shifting away from the victimization discourse. Following this, a literature review breaking
down key concepts and terms related to this paper’s topic will be used to explain the barriers
IKS face. Selected cases of Indonesia and Mexico will then be used to validate the limitations
for the use of indigenous forest management systems which have not been able to be practiced.
7
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These factors will then be stated with each case followed by a comparison of the two in the
analysis. Lastly, a conclusion to sum up the essential findings and an answer to the proposed
research question will be given.

Background:
The issue of sustainable development has grown in relevance over the last few
decades.11 Therefore, understanding exactly what sustainable development should characterize
is important if there is to be a discussion on adaptive management systems. The most basic
fundamental definition of sustainable development came from the Brundtland Report in 1987
from the United Nations stating; “development which meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”12 Following this is the
emphasis placed on the ‘three pillars of sustainability’ - also referred to as the ‘triple bottom
line’ - they are; economy, ecology, and equity.13 This particular research question falls most
heavily in the importance of ecology - in that of the forest environments - and the social equity
components - the indigenous groups’ livelihoods and knowledge systems.
The choice in focusing on forest management over other potential resources was
strategic in that its literature is not focused on the extreme socio-political conflicts emphasized
in other resource managements such as agriculture. The idea was to instead use a resource that
would aid in establishing a narrative that focused on the limitations of the incorporation of
indigenous knowledge regarding this specific resource. Although still political, it supports case
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studies that aim to promote an alternative story that aligned more to the integration of
knowledge systems in adaptive co-management, rather than activism and rights focuses.
Knowing that forest ecosystems are vulnerable to the anticipated changes in climate
conditions due to global warming, there has been a call for action to occur in the present.14
Forest adaptation strategies must include adjustments in not only economic systems, but also
ecological and social systems.15 In order to cope with the coming changes, precautionary
principles for future climate and forest vulnerability have warranted increased innovation. This
must include the incorporation of new and old knowledge from multifaceted groups to develop
a dialogue within the forest management community.16 Introducing and breaking down a
newer discourse of understanding local communities value within their “continuous process of
adaptation” of forest management,17 enables a growth in sustainable methods that can
potentially be applied to larger contexts. This will not only create a greater sense of
community activism, but increase the range of options and evaluation of effectiveness of new
sustainable management plans.
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Literature Review:
The Integration of Knowledge
Managing ecosystem services requires information of complex social-ecological systems
so that informed decisions can be made in determining allocations of resources, and monitoring
of their availability.18 Through the literature of co-management and adaptive management, it is
fair to conclude that power-sharing, institution and trust building, as well as knowledge
generation, is key to the collaboration of problem-solving. This “‘co-production of knowledge’
[is] working from the premise that knowledge is a dynamic process… [it] opens up the
possibility for researchers to establish relationships with indigenous peoples as co-producers of
locally relevant knowledge.”19 Building these relationships through the integration of
knowledge from different scales has to include typically isolated local communities which have
developed generational applied resource management systems. The importance of which was
stated in the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples as “recognizing
that respect for indigenous knowledge cultures and traditional practices contributes to
sustainable and equitable development and proper management of the environment.”20
Indigenous knowledge systems (IKS)21, and traditional ecological knowledge (TEK),22
are both terms that are closely related to each other. They do however differ in that IKS is
more of a sociological, all-encompassing term that derives from the specific cultural indigenous
groups, and TEK is specifically ecological in that generational knowledge is applied. IKS and
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TEK will both be used to connect to the practice and study of agroforestry, a method of land
management where agricultural practices enable simultaneous conservation and growing of
trees.23
The integration of TEK means respecting the valuing of forests beyond the political and
economic values prescribed with the current resource management systems in most countries.
As Neil Byron and Michael Arnold wrote, “for millions of people living in forest environments,
the forest forms such a dominant part of their physical, material, economic, and spiritual lives
that its importance is not most appropriately described and assessed in terms of the individual
products or services that the forest provides.”24 This statement can connect to adaptive
strategies aiming to increase human well-being while simultaneously aiding long-term
ecological integrity.25 This in turn connects to the large social component in effective adaptive
co-management. Adaptive capacity within social systems is a means to learn from mistakes26
and garner these experiences to deal with the change that will be brought in coming decades
due to climate change. This change in current practices ultimately depends on the ability of
individuals and social networks to innovate solutions of anticipated problems of socialecological systems.27
The greater exploration of the types of adaptive communities helps to differentiate
levels of mobilization and activity amongst various actors; the three general categories being
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‘powerless spectator, ‘coping actor’, and ‘adaptive manager’.28 Being able to measure levels of
mobilization is a critical factor in determining effective roles of organized indigenous groups.
Through this analysis, one can pin-point flaws and strengths in actions taken in individual
cases that have allowed or prevented a greater promotion of IKS and TEK. The overarching
goal is to develop a system of management that enables a horizontal integration of knowledge
amongst governance and local communities.
A ‘powerless spectator’ has both a weak adaptive capacity as well as little to no capacity
to govern.29 Most narratives of indigenous communities place them in this category, 30although
a consistent determining factor in the creation of this powerlessness has been derived from
inappropriate outside intervention.31 Consequently these communities are left without neither
financial nor political networks to empower themselves against other influences. Conversely
‘coping actors’ do not manage their social-ecological systems in a sustainable and adaptive way,
even though they have the means to. These include predominantly urbanized areas with the
financial capital, infrastructure and technology to deal with changing climate impacts and
resource management,32who continue, however, to enact responses in the short term “fixes” and
contribute to exploitive policies for commercial gain. Therefore, it is not surprising that
findings in this particular category have shown a trend of TEK being very well developed for
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locating and extracting resources in ecologically sound ways, but have not been utilized.33
Ultimately the goal for these previous two groups is to become ‘adaptive co-managers’. This
empowered group has “both the capacity to adapt and the governance capacity to sustain and
internalize this adaptation in the long term.”34 Long-term investment in resource management
stems from communities who not only recognize threats to their ecosystems, but also plan for
sustainable action for their present and future well-being.35
The Progression to Adaptive Co-Management Systems
Before we are able to study indigenous knowledge systems regarding adaptive forest
management there needs to be a coherent understanding of key concepts related to this
research question. Co-management is the sharing of power and responsibility between the state
governments and local community resource users over natural resources.36 The importance of
collaboration between local and government narratives stems from the sharing of knowledge
which benefits all participants. Fikret Berkes writes on the evolution of co-management where
he discusses multiple facets of co-management such as; power sharing, institution building,
trust and social capital, as a process, problem solving, and governance.37 The variety of lenses
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for this concept shows the complexity of adaptive systems, with numerous perspectives and
epistemologies, uncertainties and issues of scale.38
While there is an important social-ecological frame of co-management, it is equally
prudent to address the emergence of a knowledge partnership. This partnership shows a value
to looking beyond the focus of governance as a single driving factor of resource management,
and instead to the more complex levels of a public-private-civil society engagement. In order to
reach equitable solutions, the initiative of regular building and application of effective dialogue
requires an increase in knowledge sharing, and institution building.39 By doing this, the
interaction and feedback between government policy makers and local institutions in
congruence with a growth in networking activity, benefits effective co-management through
the production of favorable policy environments.40 With the increase in institution building, the
trust between various parties negotiating needs on behalf of their communities as well as the
emphasis on social capital grows. As Berkes stated, “trust appears to be a determinant of
success in many cases of co-management, as a prelude to building a working relationship”.41
Social capital can be understood as the value of the perceived legitimacy of the parties involved
in the practice of co-management.42 This means to put equitable value on the various actors,
organizations, and institutions, working together to meet common goals from independent
points of view, which all weigh options that deviate from personal interests and promotes trust
in all who participate.
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The process of sharing management rights and responsibilities emerges from extensive
negotiations and is therefore path dependent. This means that there is a constant evolving
nature over time due to the influence of history in each case,43 as well as the changing
relationships between local institutions and government policies.44 Governance involving
diverse public and private actors who seek multiple connections across social and political
domains, helps promote co-management insofar of increased participation in problem solving
with overlapping centers of authority. Local institutions include bridging organizations who
act as facilitators between levels of governance and local resource knowledge systems.45 These
organizations can be taken in the form of nongovernmental organizations, or government
agencies which act to build trust with involved groups or parties, increasing access to much
needed resources, and aligning a common set of shared goals.
An understanding of adaptive management can be used to explain it as a means of
developing a strategy for the anticipation of and methodological innovation for resource
management.46 Adaptive management complements co-management, as it requires
collaborative processes in order to reach agreements between a multitude of participants. A
simplified explanation is to describe it as a process of learning-by-doing.47 Both management
types evolves towards a common ground, since adaptive management without collaboration
lacks legitimacy, and co-management without learning-by-doing does not develop the ability to
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address emerging problems. Discussions regarding current management practices often come
to the conclusion that they exacerbate impacts from issues on climate change.48 Adaptive
approaches geared towards collective solutions that will avoid the current top-down resource
management failures, has elicited a need for collaborative adaptive management.49 The social
learning feature of this learning-by-doing,50 contributes to an iterative practice of evaluation
and modification of actions.51 Therefore, this learning-as-process narrative combines elements
of both adaptive management and co-management practices.
Innovative techniques of co-management and adaptive management are dependent upon
a set of facilitating conditions.52 One must to take into account the role of social networks in
promoting new ways of management, while preparing for the potential consequences of both
negative and positive interactions with multiple stakeholders and parties negotiating to work
together.53 Innovation within resource management can range from the institutional level to
the operational level. Both are dependent on social capital and common interest to work
towards a shared goal. Socio-ecological monitoring is a crucial component for any adaptive
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management program54 as it builds social networking. This inclusion comprises a societal
gathering of local observers, monitors and activists that participate in ecological stewardship.
Adaptive co-management is an innovative process in which “local communities and
resource management agencies together generate, implement, and experiment with novel
solutions to regional problems”.55 This concept of adaptive collaborative management is to
create an approach that constantly adds value from people who agree to work together to
prepare, observe, and learn from their resource management plans.56 The overarching
methodology for adaptive co-management is increasing understanding about the management
of resources and communities throughout the course of actions which have evolved over time.
Epistemology, Seclusion, and Underrepresentation
The use of indigenous knowledge is prudently needed in order for successful adaptive
co-management resource systems, which begs the question of why large parts of the world have
decided not to utilize IKS. Even historically there has been literature that depicts collaborative
management as partnership arrangements for areas of implementation of indigenous land and
resource claims.57 There have also been specific cases of forest management with communitygovernment partnerships in the 1920s in India58, and Kenya in the 1930s.59 Despite these cases
however; the co-management of resources between indigenous groups and state government
managing bodies are few and far between. The previously studied literature and theory
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emphasizing the trust between involved parties60 and social capital,61 places these factors as
important prerequisites for successful adaptive co-management, which is easily applicable to the
inclusion of indigenous groups.
The integration of indigenous knowledge to current western driven practices largely
follows problematic narratives. As John Briggs states, “western science and indigenous
knowledge are represented as two different, competing knowledge systems, characterized by a
binary divide, a divide arguably evolving out of the epistemological foundations of the two
knowledge systems.”62 For indigenous knowledge, distance from dominant discourse has
become a detrimental factor to perceived importance and validity when it comes to determining
the use of one epistemological system over the other. Bringing together western science and
TEK is challenging due to several reasons. Scientists and government managers typically do
not trust local knowledge. This is due to the notion that any inherently factual knowledge
needs to be scientifically testable in a formal sense in order for it to be accepted as valid.63
The emphasis placed on the need for empirical and recorded proof of applied
techniques64 draws away from a deeper socio-cultural understanding of IKS. Consequently, the
implied generational knowledge that is undocumented is seen as too difficult to make
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comprehendible to government managers.65 The ability to build trust and develop mutual
respect can take decades66, and even then does not guarantee success for collaboration.67
Bridging this gap requires organizations who become facilitators for levels of governance and
local resource knowledge systems.68 As stated previously, these bridging organization’s
networks not only helps build trust with involved groups, but also increases access to needed
resources with alignment of commonly shared goals.
With indigenous groups specifically, knowledge stems from a different worldview than
that of western science and therefore has its own distinct set of rules and application
processes.69 The oversimplification of IKS is an additional issue; because indigenous knowledge
is not ‘problematized’ in the sense of internal power relations or unequal distribution (especially
concerning gender differences), it is portrayed as a benign and simple knowledge that is
waiting to be tapped into.70 This shows that in order to integrate TEK there has to be a true
study of the indigenous knowledge systems with the appropriate amount of time and effort for
proper research in understanding its complexities. Without this deeper understanding, IKS
would provide useless since it could never be applied as an adaptive integrated knowledge
system as that would require a more thorough and accurate iterative process.
The other end of this is the portrayal of indigenous knowledge as closed, narrow in
scope, unintellectual, primitive, and emotional.71The cultural organization of state management
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agencies has developed a contextual norm limiting the consideration of indigenous knowledge
as legitimate sources of information.72 Conversely, local communities may have the same notion
to exclusively rely on their traditional ways and exclude viable scientifically based approaches.
The willingness to consider information and ideas across organizational boundaries has been a
crucial component of effective adaptive co-management.
Another barrier for the integration of TEK into western knowledge narratives is the
general isolation of these groups that has left them secluded from central negotiations.73 When
considering the iterative practice of co-management, there must be an inclusion of agencies and
communities that have been isolated from previous negotiations. Romanticization of IKS has
created an image of an unchanging, conservative culture that is frozen in time.74 This occurs
due to the fact that many indigenous groups are located in the peripheral parts of states in
which they have little to no representation in dominant governance. The failure to address the
asymmetries of power and control has enabled the political placement of indigenous groups to
be marginalized and secluded.75 This speaks closer to the issue of political relationships
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governing their management bodies in a way that lacks interaction with local communities.
This trend must cease in current practices if co-management is to take place.
A consequence of seclusion is the issue of underrepresentation. This is apparent when
indigenous knowledge has been framed in the context of a binary system that does not
integrate with other western perspectives. IKS has been increasingly institutionalized76 in a
manner that pressures modernization and cultural homogenization.77 As supported by Marcus
Colchester, “Prejudicial attitudes to indigenous peoples’ ways of life are often institutionalized
through unjust national laws and government policies which deny indigenous peoples their
land rights and rights to manage their resources, and which seek their accelerated assimilation
into the national mainstream.”78 Within recent decades, there has been a slow increase in
recognizing rights and building partnerships with organizations between state governments
and local communities. However, these have yet to show a true attempt to involve legitimate
transfers of power79 which would be crucial for the appropriate power-sharing, knowledge
generating adaptive co-management which are now necessary.
More than political isolation and distance from dominant discourse, indigenous peoples
find themselves secluded and underrepresented from an economic side. Economic factors tie
closely to the topic of forest co-management, since a very large problem for indigenous
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communities is the exploitive policies in place which use the land in unsustainable ways.80 The
disparities in socio-economic relationships among state management agencies, stakeholders,
and local communities, have posed challenges towards breaking through the boundaries of
western narratives that do not acknowledge the importance of IKS. The epistemology for this
issue will enable a closer study of individual cases of how economic disparities, the lack of
mobilization, and the distance from dominant discourse for indigenous communities have
limited the use of indigenous knowledge in resource management.

Case Study: Chiapas Mexico
Background
Mexico is the site of several Amerindian civilizations, of which include the Toltec, Aztec
and the Maya. As of 2011, agricultural land use was at 54.9%, 41.7% of which is permanent
pasture holding, leaving forest at 33.3% and other uses at 11.8%.81 Currently the government
lists deforestation as a national security issue.82 There are 12.7 million people that make up
Mexico’s indigenous population, which represents 13% of the national population.83 The
majority of these peoples are located in the southern and south-central region, with 80% of this
group living in just eight states, the two most concentrated areas being Oaxaca and Chiapas
respectively.84
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Bordering Guatemala, Chiapas is the southernmost state of Mexico.85 It was annexed
from Guatemala in 1823 to Mexico. It has a humid, tropical climate with rainforest which has
been almost completely destroyed due to a dramatic increase in agricultural and ranching
practices in the past decades.86 The capital is Tuxtla Gutiérrez which is the only metropolitan
area and the most developed and populated municipality for Chiapas. Predominantly acting as a
transportation hub for tourists, the city is mainly business oriented with surrounding
government buildings.87
Most importantly to this paper, Chiapas is home to one of the largest indigenous
populations in Mexico.88 Having the third largest population of indigenous language speakers;
about 25% of the Chiapas 3.9 million people speak one of the Mayan languages.89 Unlike the
northern states of Mexico, the Chiapas were able to maintain their ancient cultures, customs
and traditions in a manner that kept their identity as autonomously indigenous.90 In part to
this, is the relative geographical location as well as the political landscapes that created a people
who do not identify as mestizo or as Guatemalan.
The importance in studying the Chiapas is the subtropical region that inherently
includes intact forests. The Lacandon Jungle is considered a biodiversity hotspot;91 with
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approximately a million hectares, this area provides an ecosystem for 25% of Mexico’s total
species.92 Scattered among a dozen villages within this forest, the small isolated groups of the
Lacandon Maya lives off of this habitat, their population is estimated to be from 600-1000
people.93 However, since the 20th century this region has been slowly inhabited by other
indigenous communities which have involuntarily altered Lacandon Maya’s lifestyles and
world-views.94 Coupled with this issue of encroachment by other migratory indigenous groups,
the rate of deforestation within the past decades has been increasingly high. The Lacandon
rainforest has been losing over 5% of its remaining forest each year,95 a large endemic problem
spurring this, is the increased human population density that has stressed this environment
through demands for agricultural lands.96 With the likelihood of these areas to continue
experiencing population growth and movement97 there is a correlation that these problems will
only increase in the coming years. There have been estimations that only 10% of the virgin
rainforest still exists, and despite conservation efforts the remaining forest is still being cut
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down.98 One conservation technique has been to designate an ecological reserve within a
protected area. An example of such case includes the designation of the Montes Azules
Biosphere Reserve in 1979 within the heart of the Lacandon Jungle; it comprises 331,200
hectares which contains about 500 species of trees.99
As seen in many histories of indigenous communities, within the Chiapas area there has
been a long history of subjugation with occasional rebellions.100 The most recent rebellion
occurred in 1994 with the Zapatista revolt, which has set current trends for the indigenous
people’s mobilization within Chiapas. With the entrance of Mexico into the North American
Free Trade Agreement, the Zapatistia National Liberation Army took up arms and seized three
Chiapan towns.101 The Zapatista movement progressed over a long history of indigenous
communities losing control of their historic lands, leaving them marginalized and isolated.102
Fighting between the Zapatistas and the government’s military forces ended with sporadic
peace talks and finally the signing of the San Andres Accords in 1996. These agreements that
followed directly dealt with autonomy and indigenous rights, but were ultimately failures due
to a lack of commitment from federal officials in following through on the implementation of
constitutional changes.103
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Agroforestry of the Lacandon Maya
The constant deforestation among the Lacandon Jungle and outskirts of the Biosphere
Reserve has resulted primarily due to the agricultural and livestock expansion,104 which have
historically been encouraged by institutional policies from the Mexican government.105 This is
problematic since reported figures of deforestation (although proceeded at different regions
within different periods), clearly show that the highest annual rates exceeding 2% are within
the colonized and agricultural areas and those with low annual rates (less than 1%) are in the
areas that are inhabited by the Maya.106 From these figures, it is clear that the practices of these
indigenous groups within the Lacandon Jungle are more promising in terms of strategizing
management policies for sustainable ecological practices and uses.
The Lacandon Maya TEK for agroforestry offers many tools for environmental
conservation, which can provide methods to implement resources to local inhabitants as well as
regional restoration of tropical forests.107 For many centuries they have been able to farm the
forest while not only preserving it but also regenerating it.108 The Lacandon Maya do this by
practicing a method of agroforestry where the community manages a period for production as
well as soil regeneration.109 Through a course of system cycles between fallow and forestry,
they produce raw materials, food, medicines and also regenerate tall secondary forest.110
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Meanwhile the primary forest, which neighbors these agricultural spaces, is conserved to
maintain a “biodiverse seed bank”.111 This is evident with over 400 sum-plants being recorded
within the fallow and primary forests that are useful to the Lacandon community.112 This is an
important aspect of agroforestry, as diversity within plant species is crucial for this method to
be successful.
An essential component of this type of adaptive management is the reliance on
regenerative capacities of nature obtained from the use of biodiverse species.113 Contrasting
from “modernized and western” practices, agroforestry relies on ecological regeneration that
occurs naturally first, with the implementation of human technology as a supplementary
method later if necessary.114 This therefore enables the Lacandon to produce enough materials
for their communities, while also demonstrates they are “cognizant of the natural abilities of
certain species to fulfill the restoration needs in their systems.”115 Lacandon ecological
management techniques enhancement of soil fertility, inconsequently contributes to the
restoration and preservation of primary mature forest sites that were previously used for
agriculture.116
Associating these adaptive management practices on a more global diversified scale
would result in the reduction of deforestation throughout the world.117 This being said,
although evaluation of Lacandon Maya agroforestry clearly demonstrates benefits for
sustainable adaptive management, there has been very minimal moves to study, integrate nor
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use these techniques of resource management from even the national scale. These barriers of
the application of IKS, like the Lacandon Maya TEK, stems from a distance from dominant
discourse, economic disparities and lack of mobilization. These factors have contributed to the
externalized pressure to change indigenous practices, resulting in a failure to utilize their
knowledge and sustainable techniques of resource management.
Distance from Dominant Discourse
The Lacandon, who have been thought to be direct descendants of the ancient Maya,118
have survived as a culture since the 18th century by living deep within the rainforest without
contact with the rest of the world until the 20th century.119 This isolation was permeated with
the migration of other indigenous groups into their areas,120 as well as the integration of
missionary attempts to convert them to Christianity.121 This speaks to a trend throughout the
last few centuries, of the indigenous communities within the Chiapas region being forced to the
outskirts of the state, and have had very little cooperative relations with the Mexican
government. The powerlessness stems beyond the lack of inclusion in creation of policies, and
instead points to the deeper sentiment and belief that these peoples hold very little to
contribute to the “modern” society.
Ancient indigenous strategies of use and management of tropical lowland ecosystems
has consistently included shifting cultivation practices, of which includes swidden, slash-andburning, and nomadic agriculture.122 Despite serving indigenous communities with ample
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productivity for subsistent living over centuries, these cultivation practices along with other
resource management techniques has been described as wasteful of natural resources, having
low productivity and damaging of tropical forests.123 This biased view stems from the
industrialized and fossil-fuel dependent, technologically reliant systems of cultivation being
used by the “westernized world” towards the latter half of the 20th century. As further
explained, “scientists overlooked indigenous practice and management of ecological processes
because they were fixated on an agronomic-centered approach”.124 The pressure for
modernization as represented by the agro-industrial model is incredibly controversial when put
side by side with agroforestry cultivation practices like those used by the Maya in the Lacandon
Jungle. The first is based on the introduction of specialized production of a specific type of crop
that is determined exclusively by the market-oriented demands, and simplifies ecological
systems.125 The latter, is a system based on biodiversity, which enables multiple uses through
the cultivation of a variety of plants and embraces the complex ecological processes in
systematic rotational cycles.126
There is a strong sense of cultural identity when studying the practices of resource
management from an indigenous group. It is linked to their direct use of historic land that has
ancestral knowledge passed through generations, characterizing the communal efforts and
sensitivity towards local habitat. This ethnic identity has been increasingly stripped away with
the loss of land rights from economic encroachment to violence that has threatened their
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culture and livelihoods.127 External factors threatening the permanence of indigenous groups
include regional plans, actions of development agencies, market forces, and political and
technological changes. Internal factors that enable indigenous communities to resist these
external influences, includes strong but flexible social organizations and institutions, various
controls and strong cultural values.128 When these external factors become stronger than the
internal ones, it results in a change in mentality that contributes to the movement of
indigenous peoples into urban areas. As supported by recent trends of political, social, and
economic pressures these indigenous populations which have been predominantly rural, are
increasingly migrating to urban centers for waged incomes.129 However, in spite of this
movement, whether indigenous groups are located within the urban or rural setting, there is a
continued trend of this population lacking efficient health care, education, and government
participation.
This pressure to modernize has been coming from the Mexican government which has
succumbed to converting their resources towards what benefits capital-driven production. Due
to this, policymakers have looked to previously historic lands used by indigenous groups, and
created exploitive policies in order to aid the demands of profit-driven businesses which include
logging for timber, oil production, and cattle grazing. Globalization as a whole has led to newly
identified means of wealth and survival, one to which the Maya have now been either
integrated into, or created adaptive practices that still enable them to continue their traditional
lifestyle on a varied degree of autonomy and subsistence.
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Economic Disparities
Historically the isolated state of Chiapas was considered the most backward of Mexico’s
states, which neglected proper government planning of neither infrastructure nor development
of social support systems. In particular the indigenous Indian populations had the poorest of
resources with the lowest education and poverty rates.130 Over the most recent decades there
has been an increase of economically motivated migration which links to issues of both social
and political discrimination.131 As the World Directory of Minorities and Indigenous Peoples
states:
indigenous people […] experience a double form of discrimination - both because of
their low economic standing and poor levels of formal education, and also on grounds
of [cultural and lifestyle differences]. What little they own is generally insufficient to
support them, so many seek waged work from mestizo employers, who generally treat
them disrespectfully.132
There was a moment in Chiapas history when this level of discrimination and economic
disparity was not so severe. The Land Reform Act established in 1917 granted communal lands
(known as ejido), thereby allowing a collective base for indigenous groups to pursue cultivation
of small plots with surpluses that provided subsistent crops for their community.133 Ejido land
titles were held in perpetuity; in that while communities with individual families controlled
plots of land for generations there was no possibility of it being sold, as it is legally held by the
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community and not the individual.134 More so during this time, there was a development of
policy for the preservation and support of indigenous culture through bilingual education
programs which helped produce a progressive new group of indigenous leaders.135
Unfortunately this semi-autonomous structure of indigenous communities came to an end with
the reform of Article 27 and the beginning process of the government political strides in the
1970s that moved away from programs supporting rural areas and instead favored factory-led
industrialization.136 Without strong ties to the land, new capitalist driven profit-making
schemes began to involve the direct exploitation of former communities that used to rely on the
ejidos.
With addition to these more recent trends, the continued migration of indigenous
groups137 into the forested Chiapas region and their population growth has increased the
demand for land.138 The current shrinking land distribution was seeing increased competition
for use of small-scale shifting cultivation, as well as pastureland for cattle grazing.139 This
caused tension as limited space had been provided for these groups since the reforms in the
1970s and the now protected forests (as determined by the Mexican government and
international environmental agencies within the last few decades), are an untouchable space
that could have been utilized by these indigenous communities. Ironically there were a lot of
cases where for thirty years prior to the reform to Article 27, specific indigenous communities
were encouraged by the government to settle within the forest in order to relieve land
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pressures in the highlands.140 These groups instantly became squatters in 1978 with the
declaration of the biosphere reserve.141
These issues along with the pressure to modernize with increasing outside political and
economic influences, has led to a modification of indigenous peoples systems of wealth. Where
there was once an ability to provide for their own communities independently through shifting
agriculture and agroforestry (like the Lacandon Maya), the lack of available land resources
coupled with intervention from outside authorities, has led to a modified economic system. The
“progressive” integration of indigenous communities into the national and international market
has produced a prominent tourism economic market base for modern financial inclusion.142 This
adaption into a commoditized economy has grown from new sources of income predominantly
earned through an intensification of artisan production and a promotion of cash crops.143
The changes among the indigenous communities has led further away from subsistence
agroforestry and instead towards a “dual economic” system.144 Market integration has resulted
in a transformation and displacement of previous shifting cultivation practices - that had been
used before colonialism, and invariably a part of the indigenous communities’ identity - towards
a specialized practice where all that is produced is market oriented.145 In a contemporary world
that emphasizes a measurement of success through qualitative superiority, the case of
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indigenous resource management is a constant struggle between modernization and survival
strategies of indigenous people’s historical and cultural roots.146
Lack of Mobilization
As previously stated, displaced, migrant indigenous groups have adversely affected the
ecological stability of the rainforest within this region. These groups typically form cattle
pasture147 or short-term milpa148 when they manage their land which often leaves the land
incapable of production after a very short time. Land devastation from inappropriate use
consequently intensifies the need for new lands which then leads to a cycle of further
deforestation and social conflict.149 Such social conflict can either result in fighting amongst
individual groups or the mobilized efforts as a collective group to organize against governing
bodies. In the case of Chiapas, it was the latter.
The continued ambiguous and contradictory government policies related to settlement
rights and exploitation of the Lacandon jungle exacerbated the frustration of the
disenfranchised local communities.150Of the multiple organized protests, the Zapatista
Movement had its biggest global introduction on the eve of the NAFTA agreements
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implementation in Mexico in 1994.151 The Zapatista Army of National Liberation (EZLN) had
the goals of protesting against the political bodies that not only enabled the free trade
agreement, but had also created a trend since the 1970s of driving the country’s resources for
development away from food self-sufficiency and towards foreign market demands in its
orientation of production capabilities.152 Additionally they stated very clear opposition to the
indignities faced by indigenous people with their worsening situations, calling for better
conditions, protection of communal land, and the end of human rights abuses and government
corruption.153 Beyond the rebellion and political motives, foundations for Zapatista goals
included increase access to education, health care and collective development for indigenous
local communities. Very importantly pertaining to the issue of collaborative management was
the goal of a consistent cooperative model that includes collective action in developing policies
within economic or political spheres on all levels.
Consistent mobilization and coordinated political actions in the form of protests,
marches, and gatherings from organized indigenous groups clearly demonstrates the potential
political influence, (especially when accounting for the diversity of Mayan linguistic groups).154
The uprising since 1994 has affected the Mexican political process in some degrees, including
an agreement to provide economic aid from the president as well as recognition of human
rights in the need of provisions for insurgents and supporters.155 The state and federal
governments also promised economic and social improvements to meet the needs of medical
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care and schooling to the local indigenous groups.156 In addition to this success, the
mobilization of the Zapatistas brought awareness to the international community on longstanding issues regarding indigenous people’s lack of political rights, neglects from basic
services, poverty and increasing loss in ties to their land.157
Despite these strides, very little has changed for the indigenous communities in the
Chiapas region. The signing of the San Andres Accords in 1996, which directly dealt with the
autonomy and indigenous rights, was never implemented.158 The ruling party also failed to
address the issue of land redistribution and recognition of titles to indigenous lands that had
been encroached on by oil, lumber and cattle enterprises.159 The lack of commitment from
ruling officials to uphold promised policy changes had been doubtful; the former President had
unilaterally dismissed the agreements in the Accords based on the belief that these policies
“would lead to the Balkanization of the country, with individual states adopting their own form
of government and autonomous procedures.”160 This goes to show a deep social-political
embedded fear (at least by heresy), of a worldview other than the prescribed western
development. Terms of establishing formal recognition for the self determination of indigenous
groups and towns, is still unmet with the government initiatives prescribing rights of
indigenous people only under a limited pretext of federalist structure that is also consistent
with preexisting constitutional mandates.161
Although it is clear in this case of the Chiapas state that there is an ability to mobilize
and establish modality within a cohesive organized indigenous action, it is simply not enough.
156
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There is still an underlying issue of epistemological differences in worldview, which has seeped
into the pressured transformation and integration of the previously subsistent indigenous
groups into the profit-driven market. Although a relatively strong case for mobilization, these
other underlying factors have made it seemingly difficult to obtain government institutions
that are responsive to demands for equality, liberty and autonomy. Without these, it is
increasingly unlikely for the creation of a resource management system based on cooperative
and inclusive development strategies.

Analysis:
Oaxaca: a case of rights, not the promotion of IKS
Chiapas western neighbor, the southeast state of Oaxaca, has a topography that contains
90% of mountain ranges162 while also having extensive forests covering 64% of the state’s 9.5
million hectares.163 The majority of the Selva Zoque, the largest intact tropical rainforest in
Mexica, is located within this region,164 which significantly attributes to the state’s ranking
fourth in the world in overall species richness.165 Being claimed as the most biologically and
culturally diverse state in the country166, this fifth largest state of Mexico has 16 formally
registered indigenous groups, each having their own ancestral traditions, language, and
customs.167 The Zapotecs and Mixtecs have the most numerous influence amongst the various
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native communities, with historical roots tying them into the early Mesoamerican era of the
region, the remaining 14 include the Amuzgos, Chatinos, Chinantecos, Chocho, Chontales,
Cuicateco, Huave, Ixcatecos, Mazatecos, Mixes, Popoloco, Tacuates, Trique, Zoque.168
Oaxaca has been studied and claimed to be an example of the integration and comanagement of resources within indigenous communities and governance. As stated;
Oaxaca’s indigenous and mestizo communities are characterized by an impressive level
of internal organization, relative political autonomy, collective institutions and tenurial
systems that contribute to resilient resource management and ability to respond to
outside conservation and development efforts. The community-based property rights
system is supported by the national government, which effectively devolves a degree of
political power to culturally diverse communities capable of implementing their own
conservation programs.169
The driving force behind this relative political autonomy is the distribution of ejidos, which are
designated communal lands that are were established through the Constitution of 1917 in the
established Land Reform Act.170 Unlike many other regions, Oaxaca’s indigenous groups
remained their hold on these lands in community self-governance. Since these communities
remained both the legal owners and de facto managers of these forests, it has been recognized
that their local governance approach could meet important criteria for resource conservation.171
Local officials coupled with a network of community management institutions that is not only
authorized by municipal, but regional and national authorities has become a driving
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consideration for long-term collective strategies in regards to conservation and the sustainable
use of resources.
Despite these successful semi-autonomous plots, the friction between the national
government and local indigenous communities has continued especially in lieu of the growing
emphasis on conservation. Governance within Mexico has established 173 NPAs (natural
protected areas) of the course of 73 years. These have been decreed as “Biosphere Reserves,
Flora and Fauna Protection Areas, Natural Monuments, National Parks or Sanctuaries […
covering] over 12 percent of the total surface area of the country”.172 While Oaxaca is looked to
as an example in its recognition of 126 indigenous and community conserved areas (ICCAs),
the NPAs created through presidential decree does not official recognize ICCAs within their
boundaries.173
Furthermore, given the complex diversity amongst the numerous indigenous
communities and the various topographical features between mountain ranges and forest has
made Oaxaca an entirely unique case of indigenous forest management. As supported in a study
of community forestry, “Oaxaca has by far the highest percent of forest commonly owned
(79.8%) but one of the lowest percents of forest managed (2.6%) […] The low rate of managed
forest […] may be due to steep mountain ranges and lack of road access in many parts of state
which inhibit commercial extraction”.174 Looking into this issue of commercial extraction, many
theorized components for the success of the Oaxaca indigenous communities point to the
economic benefit of harvesting lumber from specified locally managed areas; practiced in major
forested areas of Oaxaca including La Trinidad, San Andres Yatuni, Santa Maria Yalina, and
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the San Juan Jaquila Vijanos.175 La Trinidad is one of the best known forestry communities, and
is considered a model of forest management and community governance with extensive support
from NGOs and the development of a forestry union.176
Extended further, this particular community additionally attained Forest Stewardship
Council (FSC) certification and “by all accounts is a model of forest management and
community governance”.177 There is a similar storyline in an article published by the New York
Times, which looks into the indigenous Zapotec’s battle and success in winning the right to
communally manage their forest that is in Ixtlán de Juárez, Oaxaca. It explicitly points to the
locally built and managed lumber business, while also stating that their newly developed
business was in congruence with the study of conserving and protecting the forest.178 These
claims of model forest management and community governance is inherently problematic with
regards to the application of IKS towards adaptive co-management policies. The focus on
modeled situations being those that comprise of a modified economic system - in this case of
timber harvests for capital-driven profits - still results in the loss of communal lands in which
traditional ecological knowledge is no longer applied. The loss of these traditional practices
undeniably results in the loss of formerly used knowledge due to the newly placed emphasis on
job creation and economic stability. Instead of exemplifying the inclusion of two independently
equal groups (indigenous communities and national governments); it is representing the factor
of economic disparities as being solved through assimilation into the economic system
prescribed as successful by the dominant discourse of the west.
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While lessons can be learnt from this region it is not the ideal case study for the
proposed research question. Oaxaca can easily be pointed to as a localized phenomenon; there
are few places in the world where local groups can control their resources with constitutional
and legal protection offered by the national government. Even while looking directly at its
neighbor, Chiapas, it is clear that government policies and practices regarding ejidos vary even
between states. Furthermore the region is simply too complicated, representing a unique case
with diverse topographical conditions as well as numerous indigenous groups that had
remained fairly isolated until recent history. Though evident that these communities gain local
management and governance over their forests, it is through an extremely well-coordinated
effort amongst many parties in an autonomy movement.179 Even then, this resistance to outside
interventions has not created immunity to the effects of neoliberal policies and conservation
initiatives.180 Granted such a case in these different groups to organize would be good evidence
for both the factor of mobilization as well as application to theories effective co-management
strategies amongst local, state, and international levels, it does not pertain to forest
management. In sum, the literature written on Oaxaca’s indigenous populations are focused on
these groups fight for rights and autonomy with specific emphasis placed on socioeconomic
benefits - which leads to a more centered critique of governance rather than the development of
resource co-management.
Sustainable exploitation of natural resources has been a driving goal for conservation
efforts, and local community management is essential to the small-scale necessary in order to
succeed in this. However these cases in Oaxaca quoted to be modeled systems of forest
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180
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management are problematic when attempting to answer the research question of this paper.
This is an issue since the largest factor - distance from dominant discourse - still remains
contemptuous for the truly equal inclusion of indigenous communities. The cases in Oaxaca
show more of an assimilation to socioeconomic standards that have been predetermined by
western epistemology in particular with regards to the monetized value of forest. Despite semiautonomous governance from Oaxaca’s indigenous communities, they still loos the traditional
practices and therefore the knowledge of indigenous communities since they completely
changed the use of their forests. Instead of establishing adaptive co-management of their
resources they were focused on creation of jobs and economic stability and ecological
preservation which doesn’t actually promote the use of IKS. Although this case study does
represent the strong use and inclusion of semi-autonomous indigenous communities, it fails in
representation of the use of IKS and TEK.
The fundamental need for IKS in sustainable development
The conventional modernization promoted by dominant discourse is “fundamentally
limited in its ability to promote equitable and sustainable development”.181 In the specific case
of Mexico, this pressure to modernize has been catastrophic;182 prompting high deforestation
rates and significant reductions of primary forests. With nearly 10% of its original distribution
left183, the devastation of deforestation through the industrialization of the country and
community has led to not only the loss of biodiversity but the growing trend of ecological and
social equity being considered as low importance.
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This is not unique to Mexico; rural development in the humid tropics globally has
resulted in a worldwide deforestation consequently reducing biodiversity and loss of native
productive resource management strategies. Cases of indigenous natural resource use however,
have clearly shown advantages over ‘modern’ resource management which has instead
propagated simplified and exploitative methodology for the capitally-driven appropriation of
nature. Not only have indigenous communities such as the Lacandon Maya, developed stable
and subsistence resource use, they have developed a system essential for sustainability in
ecological management use. As supported, “the Lacandon are cognizant of the natural abilities
of certain species to fulfill the restoration needs in their systems. It demonstrates that Maya
agroforestry and local knowledge could contribute to efforts to conserve and restore
rainforests, and reduce deforestation by accelerating recovery while maintaining a sustainable
productivity”.184 In sum, indigenous knowledge systems of adaptive forest management
maintain high levels of biodiversity, remain highly resilient towards naturally-caused
environmental change, and create longer periods of use through cyclic rotations and ecological
regeneration.
Adaptive capacity is simply, an ability to learn from mistakes - this invariably has a
large social component when applied to resource management. Due to the number of
stakeholders involved in the interests and use of forests, the need for collaborative management
in determining solutions for mistakes and failures in poorly applied management has to include
those who have better methods - regardless of the scale they were used on thus far. The
distance from dominant discourse has shallowed the value of IKS. Additionally through the
pressures of modernization, large economic disparities, and inability to mobilize to promote
effective change and accountability towards governing bodies has prevented the use of TEK in
184
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almost all national and international resource management. Collaborative adaptive
management not only needs to become a forefront towards policymaking decisions, but will not
be successful without the inclusion of indigenous groups. As supported, “contemporary
scientists, academic institutions, and rural development agencies involved in the search for
systems of sustainable management for natural resources in humid tropics of the world must
heed the lessons of indigenous […] social-ecological systems”.185
Recommendations
The factors preventing the use of IKS in adaptive resource management are no small
issues, the fundamental need to restructure current top-down organizational management and
the policies made from the motives of capitally driven profit. Instead to favor an inclusive
adaptive co-management system must take place when concerning global resource use such as
forests, in order to change current unsustainable practices. Certain steps to insure the inclusion
of IKS in adaptive co-management can provide solutions to the preventative factors discussed
in this paper:
1) Increase involvement of indigenous groups participation with local governmental municipalities.
The need for horizontal integration of knowledge amongst governance and local
communities must be implemented through increased involvement. Steps to include
indigenous groups must be made in order for the utilization of their knowledge systems
when making resource management policies. In order for successful adaptive collaborative
management to occur, there needs to be a mutual trust in association amongst all parties.
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The inclusion in management decisions will enable recognition of valid indigenous
strategies that hold an intrinsic heuristic value.
2) Increase distribution of communal land for indigenous groups and cease encroachment onto these
lands.
The argument is simple here; the loss of land for indigenous communities means the loss of
traditional practices in resource management, which in turns equates to the loss of TEK as
a whole. Land Reform Acts such as those made in Mexico in the early 1900s with the
recognition of communal lands - ejidos - should be looked to as an example for global
policies. As evident in the case study within Mexico, the greatest threat facing indigenous
communities within recent decades has been the private sale of ejido land.186 Therefore it is
of crucial importance that once communal lands are available for semi-autonomous
indigenous communities to manage, there should active enforcement by national
governments to prohibit private sale of any of these lands.
3) Organize methods to record and study extensively on indigenous communities immediately.
The likelihood of being able to implement communal land reform policies, and then provide
effective protection of these rights towards these lands globally is slim. Based on historic
and current trends, indigenous peoples still face severe pressures to modernize and change
lifestyles that have resulted in a loss of culture. Although actions to mobilize and organize
as collective units has provided some positive response for indigenous groups interests to
be heard, the overwhelming trend of isolating and repressing these communities has
continued worldwide. Before these communities are completely faded out, there needs to be
extensive research and efforts to study IKSs of adaptive resource management - this is so
that there is empirical and recorded evidence of these practices that can be more easily
186
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supplied for government policymakers. This would be a ‘label strategy’ as it stresses an
intellectual construction or plan among indigenous groups who would otherwise according to western conventional perspectives - be considered backward and without the
capacity to manipulate nature in the most productive way.187
4) Create initiatives to avoid further deforestation of biodiversity hotspots without resettling indigenous
communities that depend on them.
This is a controversial task. The declarations of biosphere reserves and national parks alike,
acknowledges the importance of preserving the flora and fauna of these areas, yet still
result in the forced movement of indigenous groups that had previously resided in these
areas. TEK of these areas has often shown both ecological stewardship as well as
community subsistence, and therefore should enable the autonomy of indigenous groups to
still reside within their historic land.
5) Establish horizontal management level meetings between institutions, government bodies, and
indigenous groups.
Essentially, make certain that indigenous groups are included at all governance levels. This
inclusion gives them representation as stakeholders - a right that was stripped away and
needs to be given back. In order for the world to use IKS, there has to be an initiative to
respect the autonomy and different narratives that these groups hold. Having active
stakeholder positions enable accountability unto those who would otherwise demote the
legitimate voice of indigenous groups.
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Conclusion:
The importance of the preservation of forests should include the active ability to
recognize those that have lived within them for centuries. Indigenous peoples throughout the
world have created methods of adaptive resource management that have allowed them to not
only preserve but regenerate these biodiverse areas. Their ability to both utilize this resource
as well as maintain it shows clear success in their sustainable capabilities. To not include them
in collaborate management is both narrow minded and short sighted. Long term ecological
stewardship of forests - and all resources beyond them - will only successfully be promoted on a
global scale through the inclusion of IKS. There has been a new recognition of dependence on
developing sustainable practices in order to meet future generation’s goals of using resources
without depleting them. Therefore the need to include the promotion of TEK has a practical
importance in the success of creating economic, ecological, and social equity benefits
worldwide.
Although the Maya in the southern state of Chiapas, Mexico is just one case of the
current challenges faced by indigenous group’s inclusion in adaptive co-management systems,
it conveys a well-rounded example of preventative factors that decrease the acceptance of IKS
in resource management. The need to acknowledge and respect the rights of indigenous groups
is not what is in question - and should not be in question at all, as it is a straightforward
argument that they inherently should have them - instead the focus on the prevention of
application of TEK in resource management is a crucial subset argument for the larger concern
in the growth in global sustainable development. This paper has found that of the three factors,
the distance from dominant discourse is fundamental in regards to the utilization of IKS when
discussing adaptive co-management as it directly connects and influences the other factors of
economic disparities and efforts of mobilization.

This huge issue of acceptance of epistemologies derived from other parts of the world
that are not linked to the dominant western ‘conventional’ industrial model of productivity and
development is a challenge that has remained a driving factor in the exclusion of indigenous
communities. Underestimating the ingenuity and validity of IKS is a fundamental error in
modern day’s development models. Furthermore, the idea that there is an option to avoid the
effects of climate change is naïve and foolish. In order to address the issues facing the altering
climate today, there needs to be a collaborative effort to produce adaptive policies with regards
to resource management. Sustainable use of forests that produce various products while also
allowing natural regenerating processes to occur is entirely possible with the use and
application of IKS. Plans to otherwise exclude this dwindling source of knowledge due to a lack
of acceptance and appreciation of a different worldview would be a grave mistake and missed
opportunity for the current and future management of resources worldwide.
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